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One of my favorite epigrams was written by Firdausi,
Persia's national poet, about a thousand years ago, "There
is a great deal of wisdom in the world, but it is all
divided up among men." Among economists there
sometimes seems to be no common wisdom at all. Mine
will be particularly uncommon. Those hearing me the first
time will wonder, "How did he get this way?"

Part of the answer lies in psychology. I am a realist,
sometimes a harsh one. Some inner compulsion makes me
call a spade a spade, gold gold, paper paper. I do not under-
stand paper gold, and especially those who call gold "metal-
lic SDR's." Believe it or not, I studied at the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy and Harvard just after John
Maynard Keynes published his famous "General Theory of
Employment, Interest and Money" in 1936, so I was fully
exposed to the Keynesian revolution in economic thought.
Why was I, unlike others, not caught up in it?

At first I was, even taught it to undergraduates for a
time, but gradually turned counterrevolutionary, the
moreso as I got into the real world and discovered how
unreal the Keynesian world was.

What bothered me first, and most, was that Keynes
assumed a closed economy, one without transactions with
the outoide world. This was too unreal for my realistic
mind and I soon began to see that it was dangerously
misleading to my generation of economists, government
leaders, central bankers, and businessmen, and to the next
generations of students. The assumption haunts Keynesian
thinking to this day. It made Keynesians domestic
economists almost exclusively. Their models do not
embrace the balance of payments nor emphasize its
importance. It is something apart, to be dealt with later.
In this country at least, they at first disregarded it. When
it reared its ugly head as a serious problem, they
eschewed orthodox gold standard tighter money measures
and tried to deal with it with a great variety of
interventionist, direct-control schemes. In more recent
years, when their interventionism failed so dismally, they
adopted an attitude of benign neglect. Even while we

meet here, our official representatives went to more
importaüt meetings in Paris,† seemingly more out of
courtesy than concern, with little apparent recognition of
the enormous significance of the problem. It seemed as if
they could not care less about the weakness of the dollar,
the collapse of the Smithsonian Agreement, and the
perilous state of the dollar's creditworthiness. In fact they
seemed really happy about them. Benign neglect is
today's heritage of Keynesian closed economy thinking.

Next there was Keynes' cavalier attitude toward gold
and his derision of the gold standard. He and his
followers called it a barbarous relic. It did not make sense
to dig it out of the ground in South Africa and put it
back into the ground at Fort Knox. I later became a
central banker and developed great respect for gold and
its basic and essential role in keeping the international
monetary system stable, and for the discipline of the gold
standard in eliminating balance of payments problems and
promoting continuously expanding world production and
trade. At Bretton Woods in 1944, the Keynesian proposal
to introduce a paper bancor had fortunately been brushed
aside, and the charter of the International Monetary Fund
had instead set up a fixed exchange rate system based on
convertibility into gold at $35 an ounce. At the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York I was in charge of $23 billion
worth of gold, and in 1958 had to pay out almost $2/4
billion of it. It was like watching myself bleed to death. I
saw how highly other central bankers regarded it as
international money and began to appreciate its im-
portance to private people, too.

Next there was the equally cavalier attitude of
Keynes and his followers toward debt. I was taught
that it did not matter, since we owed it to ourselves,
that in total it never had to be repaid, that it could
go on and on expanding. These arguments were
developed to justify deficit spending. Fiscal policy was
a major Keynesian instrument of control and, in those
years of a gap between actual and full employment, it
called for large government budget deficits. But my
father and mother had taught me that debt was a
very serious matter, that it had to be paid, and that I
had to pay mine. So I faced a dilemma. Should I
believe my father and mother, or Harvard? I chose to
believe my father and mother. During the bank
holiday in 1933, I wanted my bank to pay its

†The Smithsonian Agreement broke down that very weekend.



deposits, the debts it owed me, which it had not
done, insignificant though they were. As for owing it
to ourselves, none at all was then owed to me, and in
recent years more and more has been owed to others.
Today, within the official monetary system alone, we
owe foreign central banks some $80 billion, what
others have called "the overhang." That's what the
Paris meetings are all about.

I was also put off by the extraordinarily arrogant
Keynesian interventionism. Jacques Rueff would call it
"dirigisme." The\ Keynesians knew so much. They
could eliminate the business cycle. No more depres-
sions. Walter Heller, as chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, even said that we could fine tune
the American economy.

I have much more respect for the forces of the
market place. The world economy is still primarily
free-market and profit-motivated. For the most part we
work where we want, employ whom we want, buy
and sell what we want, save and invest what we want,

and pay taxes we don't want. Billions of people
make more billions of economic decisions each day,
both individual and corporate. How can they all be
fine tuned? Fine tuning interventionism has already
busted many of the violins, some of them, like the
IMF, belonging to the tuners themselves. One day it
may cost many players their jobs.

Moreover, fine tuning meant destroying individual
freedom and the free economy that made this the
land of the free. That is why many of our forefathers
came here in the first place. I know I resented being
"fine tuned," particularly when it meant that as a
worker and consumer the wages I received and the
prices I paid were determined by government bureau-
crats, or that, as an investor, I could not hold gold,
or buy foreign securities without paying an interest
equalization tax, or that, as a banker, I could not
lend overseas except under Federal Reserve guidelines,
and could not pay more than certain ceiling rates of
interest on deposits, or raise the prime rate. I could
go on and on.

You might guess, then, that in recent years I
welcomed the rising star of Milton Friedman, whose
thinking was in the tradition of Adam Smith and the
freedom of the market place, and who argued against
a great deal of Keynesian interventionism more per-
suasively than I ever could. But I discovered to my
dismay that Milton Friedman had two personalities.
One was refreshingly and convincingly non-interven-
tionist in most areas of economic life. But the other,
saying money matters most, with which I agree, also
said the government should intervene strongly and
manage money, with which I do not agree. Instead of
letting the market place decide what money is, and
what money it wants to use and hold, as his
non-interventionist personality would do, his interven-
tionist personality has arbitrarily defined money as
currency in circulation plus demand deposits and has
admonished the central bank to intervene strongly to
increase it at a magic rate. How any single economic
aggregate, especially one so arbitrarily defined, can
have such magic for the whole economy continues to
escape me. Like the Keynesians with their interven-
tionism Friedman says, "If you accept mine, all will
be well. No more depressions." In my book, money
intervention is the worst, most mischievous intervention
of all, the moreso because its mischief can be so long
delayed.

Mind you, Friedman wants to intervene in domestic
money only. The Federal Reserve should buy U.S.
Government securities on the open market to increase
the money supply at his magic rate. When asked
about the international consequences of such Federal
Reserve expansionism, he reverts to his more consistent
non-interventionist personality and argues strongly for
free markets in foreign exchange. He wants the dollar,
in fact all major currencies, to float.

So he, like the Keynesians, is a closed economy
thinker. He would strongly intervene with paper
money in the domestic economy, but let that paper
fetch what it will in the world economy. So he
welcomes this new floating exchange rate world. I
deplore it, although I have been forecasting it ever
since the closing of the gold window.

Friedman does not define gold as money, although
empirically gold money has proved through all history
the most enduring money of all. Therefore he can
welcome floating exchange rates and be unconcerned
that gold money as a means of payment and standard
of value among central banks has been knocked out,
leaving no other universally acceptable way to pay.
But a no-gold system is a no-pay system, and no-pay
removes the moral underpinning of international eco-
nomic relations. It won't work. It greatly increases
both domestic and international business risk and
uncertainty. How can long-term contracts and loans
from currency to currency be made? In an energy
crisis can oil producers be expected to produce ever
more valuable oil for ever more worthless paper?
No-pay produces a beggar-my-neighbor, law-of-the-jungle
world.

Friedman's refusal to recognize that gold is money
leads his interventionist personality to be unbelievably
unrealistic about it. He, like the Keynesians, would
have the monetary authorities demonetize it. But,
unlike the Keynesians, he really seems to mean what
he says. He would have our Treasury, over time, sell
off its remaining gold stock to private people in the
marketplace. His interventionist personality says gold
would then really cease to be money and become
only a commodity, like copper or lead. At this point
his non-interventionist personality, quite rightly, takes
over and would permit us all to hold gold. The
Keynesians, by contrast, talk of demonetizing it, which
means selling it off to private people; but quite
incomprehensibly, they oppose permitting private
people to buy or hold it.

The Keynesians are equally inconsistent when they
talk of demonetizing gold, or phasing it out of the
system, which means floating exchange rates, while at
the same time they want to keep the International
Monetary Fund, which incorporates the basic gold
standard system of stable exchange rates based on
convertibility of currencies into gold at a fixed price.
Milton Friedman's interventionist personality is at least
more logical. He accepts government monopolies of
paper money and rejects gold, but does realize that in
such a world there can be no IMF.

Neither economists nor governments determine what
money is: it is people in the marketplace by choosing
what kinds of money they will use and hold. Nor can
governments demonetize a commodity like gold that
has been used and held by people as money from
time immemorial. In fact, if governments issue too
much paper money, and especially paper with no gold
backing or, more especially, from which the gold
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backing is being removed, it will be the other way
round. People will demonetize the paper by refusing
to use and hold it and monetize gold by running
from paper into gold.

To be harshly realistic, will the Pentagon agree to
the Treasury selling off our only acceptable inter-
national money when the world is already rejecting
our paper? If it had to finance a war, would it prefer
gold or paper? Even the Treasury has said it dares not
sell gold unilaterally, as Milton Friedman would have
it do. As for doing it multilaterally, will the Euro-
peans, Japanese, and other authorities happily acquiesce
if we sell our gold to private people when we have
defaulted on tens of billions of dollar IOUs by closing
our gold window to them? And will they sell their
gold to private people for paper when what they most
want is to buy gold with our dollar paper?

I have not seen any writings by Milton Friedman
on the all-important debt problem, though I have
discussed it with him.

So I speak to you as neither a Keynesian nor a
Friedmanite, but as an opponent of the monetary
expansionism both advocate. To me inflation (rising
prices and costs) produced by over-expanding paper
money and credit has the dangerously explosive prop-
erties of dynamite for our society and our precious
American way of life. I forecast, however, that the
20th century attempt to substitute paper for specie
will fail as John Law's attempt failed in France 250
years ago.

I speak as a long-time advocate of freer markets,
freer trade, and the gold standard.

What is money anyway? Money performs three
functions.

First, it is a means of payment, or medium of
exchange. We use it to pay our bills, to buy goods
and services. We accept it when we sell. Second, it is
a standard of value. We quote values of goods and
services in terms of it. The resulting ratios are prices.
A good standard of value must be stable over time.
Third, (significantly, Paul Samuelson in his famous
textbook omits this most important function) it is a
store of value. We hope over time to avoid loss by
holding it. Money holds its value if it is scarce and
remains scarce. Scarcity is the keystone of store-of-
value money and enables it also to serve as a stable
standard-of-value money over time.

Today no money in the world fully performs all
three functions. National currencies are being used as
means-of-payment and standard-of-value money, but
none in this inflationary age is an assured store-of-
value money, and they are serving less and less
satisfactorily as standard-of-value moneys over time. In
fact, a foremost concern is that so many currencies
are so rapidly losing thier value in terms of com-
modities and services. Commodities like gold and silver,,
which are being used as store-of-value money, are not
being used as either means-of-payment or standard-of-
value money.

The world we have so long known, in which most
currencies are redeemable at a fixed price in a
store-of-value money like gold, is in disarray. People
are confused and wondering what money they can
trust. Sensing the instability of the system as a whole,
they turn day by day from one means-of-payment
money to another in the foreign exchange markets and
increasingly to store-of-value money like gold in the
London and Zurich gold markets, driving its price up

and up. World-wide industries, like oil, are groping for
a better standard of value and means of payment. The
accounting industry, as would be expected in a highly-
inflationary floating exchange rate world, has impossible
accounting problems. With the stable gold yardstick
gone there can be no adequate depreciation accounting
over long periods of time. With exchange rates moving
daily and sometimes sharply, there can be no sound
profit and loss accounting from currency to currency,
especially for multinational companies. The sound
money foundation for the life insurance, savings, and
pension plans by which individuals seek to protect
themselves and their beneficiaries over time is crum-
bling. In fact, the future growth of our modern
industrial society based upon individual freedom and
enterprise and the sanctity of contracts is threatened.*

Store-of-value money, if it is to endure, must be a
commodity, and a scarce commodity too. Silver has
long been a less satisfactory store-of-value money than
gold principally because it has been, and promises to
continue to be, more abundant.

Currencies, on the other hand, are simply paper
IOU's i.e., currency notes, which can easily become
too abundant, or bookkeeping deposit IOU's, which
can become even more abundant. So confidence in
them as a store-of-value money depends upon the
ability of the central banks responsible for their
creation to continue to honor them at a fixed price
in a commodity that is indeed store-of-value money.
This is the issue of convertibility.

Until March 1968, when the two-tier gold system
was established, we had such convertibility. Central
banks issuing all major currencies were promising all
holders, "I owe you gold at $35 an ounce." Under
the two-tier system, however, the IOU-gold promise
was abrogated for private people, and, except for the
South African Reserve Bank and the Russians, central
banks refused to sell any gold at any price to private
people. The IOU-gold-at-fe5-an-ounce promise was
honored only among central banks and governments,
and even among them it became gradually more
tenuous. On August 15, 1971, it was abrogated even
among central banks. So today all currencies in the
world are saying, "I do not owe anybody anything."
Each says in effect, "I owe you nothing in the way
of any commodity that is a store-of-value money."
Each is an IOU nothing.

In such a world, good store-of-value money is
obviously the strongest kind of money. IOU-nothing
money, which people may continue to hold as a store
of value for a long time, but only with the entice-
ment of ever higher rates of interest, may continue
also for a long time to serve as a means of payment
and standard of value. But as it becomes more
abundant it serves even these functions less and less
satisfactorily, if too abundant, not at all. History is
full of examples of IOU-nothing currencies that have
completely disappeared. Over time, it is scarce store-
of-value money like gold that endures.

Governments and central banks cannot create store-
of-value money, that is unless they were to go, let us
say, into the gold mining business. If they persist in
creating IOU-nothing money they will slowly, but
surely, run themselves out of the money-making busi-
ness altogther and have to start over again.

Whether governments and central banks are in the

*The author added the italicized sentences later.



IOU-something or in the IOU-nothing money-making
business, debtor-creditor relationships are crucially im-
portant.

Please think of the money system of the world —
the entire world, for this is an open, not a closed
economy model — as an upside down pyramid, the
pinnacle of which becomes the base. The base is a
block of gold, gold owned by the world's central
banks.

Central banks created IOU's in the form of note
and deposit liabilities on their books to buy that gold,
and the IOU's were accepted by the sellers, for
example, South Africa, as a means of payment, one of
the functions of money. Central banks usually create
IOU's when they buy any asset and destroy them
when they sell. Commercial banks often do the same.
In fact, to some extent we all do. Debtor-creditor
relationships are the essence of double entry book-
keeping.

Anyone can create credit as long as he can get
someone else to accept his IOU. A seller accepts your
IOU each time you buy gasoline, or a meal, or ride
an airplane, with a credit card. So all of us are in the
pyramid and contribute to its growth.

Central banks create their IOU's to buy any asset,
not just gold. But all of their other assets, excepting
only their real property, are paper assets, paper IOU's,
mostly those of governments, a few of commercial
banks or other borrowers. Similarly, most assets of all
financial institutions are paper IOU's. The pyramid is
therefore essentially a credit or debt pyramid. -There
are equity relationships in it, too, but I emphasize the
debtor-creditor relationships.

So it includes not only all central banks and all
currencies, but all debtors and creditors, a vast com-
plex of debtor-creditor relationships, within currencies
and among them as well.

The pyramid has two important constraints. First,
all debtors in it are expected, even required, to pay
their debts. Its smooth and orderly functioning de-
pends upon continuous payment of debts. If debts on
any significant scale cannot be paid the pyramid
crumbles and economic activity falters.

The second constraint is a corollary. To enable
debts to be paid at a steady and consistent value
from currency to currency all currencies in the
pyramid were long interlocked at fixed exchange rates,
freely convertible one into the other at those rates,
and convertible by central banks and even by most
private people into gold at the base of the pyramid at
$35 an ounce.

The second constraint has already broken down. It
broke for private people in March 1968, when the
two-tier system was set up, and for central banks
when President Nixon closed the gold window on
August 15, 1971.

Even so, the pyramid is still growing, indeed faster
than ever. Why do I suggest an upside-down pyramid
shape?

The first reason is the most important. Central
banks, motivated in recent years by the thinking of
Keynes and Friedman, have sometimes become deliber-
ately expansionist to stimulate economic growth and
employment. Our Federal Reserve did so in the early
60's and has continued without let-up to the present
day. A central bank is expansionist if it creates IOU's
to acquire other IOU's. If it creates IOU's only to
buy gold it is not expansionist, for IOU's so created

are backed by gold and can confidently be kept
convertible into it. A central bank can be expansionist
by acquiring either domestic or foreign IOU's. Ac-
quiring foreign IOU's is what Jacques Kueff calls the
gold exchange standard.

When our Fed creates deposit IOU's to buy Federal
government IOU's, or securities, the new deposit
IOU's, under our fractional reserve banking system,
become new and excess reserves of member banks.
They can then in turn create deposits on their books
to acquire IOU's of consumers, business, governments,
or customers overseas. Credit creation is stimulated
throughout the system: other financial institutions,
governments, corporations, individuals.

Credit expansion either by-passes or postpones sav-
ing. There is no act of saving by the public when the
Fed or commercial banks buy $1 billion of govern-
ment securities by creating deposits. Instead it gener-
ates spending beyond our means and ultimately causes
inflation. More important, debt grows faster than the
economy grows. Using 1957-59 as a base, private debt
alone in the United States had, by the end of 1970,
grown two-thirds more than the gross national product.
Debt should be paid and serviced out of economic
growth and rising productivity, but if it is created
excessively by monetary expansion it grows faster than
the GNP, and faster than rising productivity can
service and repay it. Some debtors over time have
more difficulty servicing and repaying than others. The
Fed can temporarily ease their difficulties by acceler-
ating its own monetary expansion, creating its own
debt faster than ever. In this way new debt can be
created rapidly enough to pay off the old, a massive
borrowing from Peter to pay Paul. The debt pyramid
thus has an inner compulsion to grow and feed on
itself. Its very life depends upon it. Central banks can
even lose control of it.

So the pyramid shape is another way of saying that
the Federal Reserve, and indeed the system as a
whole, finds itself creating credit or debt at an
exponential rate. The Fed gets locked into an expan-
sionism it dares not stop, becomes a prisoner of its
own expansionism. And so do other central banks. If
it were to stop, or even try to decelerate, you can
imagine what would happen to the Federal funds rate.
It and other dollar interest rates would rise sharply
and the massive borrowing from Peter to pay Paul
would grind to a halt. Many debtors would be unable
to pay. This exponential debt expansion is the first
reason for thinking of the system as an upside-down
pyramid.

The second reason has to do with interest rates. As
the pyramid grows, there are strong upward pressures
on interest rates, for the Peters require ever more
inducement to lend to those who must pay the Pauls,
and the borrowers must borrow more just to pay the
interest. So the cost of servicing the debt grows as
the debt itself grows, and contributes to the pyramid
shape.

The third reason has to do with inflation. Once
expansionism employs resources fully, costs and prices
rise. It may cost half again as much to build a plant
today when the pyramid has become enormous as a
dozen years ago when it was smaller, so the builder
must borrow half again as much. Inflation contributes
to the explosive demand for credit and to the
pyramid shape.

Debtors may be arrayed in the pyramid according



to their liquidity, with the most liquid near the gold
base, and the least liquid at the very top. As the
pyramid grows, the proportion of illiquid to liquid
debtors grows too.

All is well as long as the pyramid continues to
grow, but it cannot grow to the sky. A time comes
when some creditors will no longer extend credit to
debtors. Disraeli said, "Confidence is suspicion asleep."
It has already had nightmares that awakened it.

Creditors first become suspicious of illiquid debtors
at the top of the pyramid, expecially those who have
borrowed short and lent and invested long. Creditors
then try to get out, either by stopping new lending,
or seeking repayment of past loans. They try to move
down the pyramid to stronger, more liquid debtors
and even to gold.

The first runs on illiquid debtors were on central
banks: on the Bank of England in November 1967,
which brought the devaluation of sterling; on the gold
of all central banks in the months before March 1968,
which brought the closing of the gold window to
private people; on the Bank of France after the riots
and strikes of May 1968, which brought the devalu-
ation of the French franc; on +he Federal Reserve
repeatedly over the years, which brought the closing
of the gold window to central banks en August 15,
1971, and broke the second constraint in the pyramid.

The second constraint broke first because central
banks, in the best Keynesian and Friedmanite tradi-
tion, put growth of their domestic economies and the
survival of domestic debtors in their currencies ahead
of their own survival in the international monetary
system. In other words they had to expand their own
debts so fast to keep debtors in their currencies
solvent that they themselves became insolvent. Then
their currencies became IOU-nothings.

If no central bank pays, the advantage to each lies
in lowering the value of its own IOU-nothings in
relation to others, thereby cheapening its goods in
terms of others. So doing encourages exports, dis-
courages imports, and stimulates economic activity and
employment. Of course, it is also inflationary, but the
home folk do not mind too much for they get more
IOU-nothings in their paychecks, at least many of
them do. Similarly it is a disadvantage to let the value
of its IOU-nothings rise.

August 15, 1971, was a watershed. Since crossing it,
the name of the game has fundamentally changed.
Incentives to maintain exchange rates are gone. We are
in a world of competitive exchange-rate depreciation.
To weaken its currency the central bank must make it
more abundant, create more, which means competitive
world-wide expansionism, which in turn means world-
wide inflation on a scale hitherto unknown in history.

This also means floating exchange rates. In an
IOU-nothing world, with all IOU-nothings growing
rapidly in number, but more rapidly in some cur-
rencies than in others, it is idle for any central bank
to think that it can keep the value of its own
IOU-nothings constant, or even nearly constant, in
relation to all, or even many, of the rest for very
long. So if any one thinks that international monetary
reform can restore a reasonably stable ex change-rate
world he might as well forget it.

In an IOU-nothing world stable exchange rates are
impossible even within a region. To make a joint float
work the Common Market countries would have to
form a gold bloc, undoubtedly at a much higher price

for gold, and accept gold standard disciplines among
themselves as our Federal Reserve Banks do.

We never stop to ask why our own Federal Reserve
System works. It is a gold bloc. The notes and
deposits of each Federal Reserve Bank exchange at par
with all others only because each Bank is continuously
settling its deficits with the others in gold certificates
and accepting the discipline over its acquisition of
paper assets that such gold certificate losses require.
The System, in fact, is the most perfect gold standard
system ever invented. Balance of payments problems
among the twelve districts have been almost entirely
eliminated by tight adherence to its discipline.

I particularly suggest forgetting the SDR. It has no
obligor, so is not even an IOU-nothing. It is a
"Who-owes-you-nothing?" If no one promises to pay,
there is no limit or check to its creation. The thought
of basing an IOU-nothing pyramid on a who-owes-you-
nothing base is not one that a realistic mind can long
entertain.

So where do we go from here? The big problem
today is not exchange rates, or the gold price, or
SDR's, or controls of capital movements, or trade
policy, or even convertibility or inflation. It is the
debt in that pyramid. In my judgment there is today
a great deal of it in all currencies that can never be
paid, particularly that owed by the illiquid debtors at,
or near, its top. As the pyramid grows, interest rates
rise and one day become the killers of those who
have borrowed short and lent or invested long. Then
debt liquidation comes, as it must, in one form or
another. Market forces will bring it. They are now so
powerful there is little that further government inter-
vention, either Keynesian or Friedmanite, can do.

Liquidation can occur in either of two ways. In
one, market forces take over early from the author-
ities. So far we have had only a Penn Central here
and a Rolls Royce there, but if new failures should
snowball and, in particular, if the snowball should hit
our financial institutions that have become over-
extended by borrowing short and lending or investing
long, the authorities could find it impossible to stop.
We could have a massive liquidity squeeze that would
break economic activity and put the central bank into
the position of pushing on a string instead of
tightening or loosening the reins. This is the 1929-33
way.

In the other way, the authorities might somehow
manage to keep the pyramid growing by avoiding
snowballing failures. In that case, the central bank's
IOU-nothings ultimately become worth nothing, as they
say they are—not worth a continental—so all debts
denominated in them become worth nothing, too, and
the authorities must think up a new currency and
start over again.

Debt liquidation could occur the first way in some
currencies and the second in others. The most vulner-
able to the first are those in which many have lent
large amounts long-term at fixed interest rates, as in
the dollar; least vulnerable are those in which there is
no long-term lending at fixed interest rates, or even in
fixed amounts at all, as in the Brazilian cruzeiro.

This is the harsh reality as 1 see it.
To use a new simile: I am like a doctor diagnosing can-

cer, not just an international official debt cancer of the
world's monetary system but a much larger private debt
cancer, both international and domestic. I really should pre-
scribe an operation: Stop monetary expansionism.



But harsh realist that I am, I know the patient
would never voluntarily accept it. He would have to
go to the hospital and suffer.

But here the simile breaks down. In the medical
world cancer would kill the patient. In the real
monetary world nature takes over in the form of
healing natural market forces that get rid of the debt
cancer. They cause suffering, but the patient lives.

Now back to the pyramid. I am sorry to have to
say that I do not see how raising the price of gold
can be an effective solution at this time. The debt
pyramid is growing too explosively to accept converti-
bility discipline. There is no gold price at which the
ever growing volume of IOU-nothings in the pyramid
could be made convertible into gold for very long.
The discipline of convertibility is tough. A gold loss
should contract a central bank's assets and the reserve
base. But no central bank would accept that. It would
send the patient to the hospital immediately. 1971 is
a case in point. The Fed's assets and liabilities
contracted by $600 million from a gold loss, but
liabilities expanded some $11 billion through purchase
of paper assets. Stated assets did not expand that
much because $2 billion of the increase in liabilities
resulted from an increase in Federal Reserve swaps and
the Fed sold off in the marketplace the foreign
exchange assets so acquired. The Fed never has
liquidated its 1971 swap contracts and still owes $1.6
billion on them. By its own rules it should long since
have liquidated them by selling gold to acquire the
foreign currencies that it owes. But it will not sell at
$38 an ounce.

This debt pyramid is unprecedented. Never before,
except for brief periods, have all currencies been
IOU-nothings and inflation so world-wide. Never before
has there been such a complete breakdown of the
stable exchange rate system.

So the future is hard to forecast.
We have entered a period when many creditors are

seeking liquidity and moving out of illiquid debtors at
the top of the pyramid and down into more liquid
debtors and into gold.

But liquidity is a tricky concept, as shown, for
instance, by the yen. The market has borrowed dollars
and bought yen and forced the yen both to upvalue
and appreciate, or float up. But what is behind the
yen? $800 million of gold at $38 and ounce and
some 18 or 19 billion dollars, IOU-nothings, probably
several billion more if all were officially reported.
Also, upvaluation has forced the writing down of both
gold and dollars in terms of yen on the books of the
Bank of Japan and the Japanese Treasury. Now how
can yen IOU-nothings be stronger over time than the
dollar IOU-nothings with which they are backed? And
are these dollar IOU-nothings really liquid assets in a
floating exchange rate world?

In this inflationary world there are many speculative
bubbles: stocks, land, paintings, antiques, what-have-
you, and also foreign currencies. The yen has a double
bubble. The market has borrowed dollars to buy yen
and borrowed yen to buy stocks on the Tokyo Stock
Exchange.

So today many in the market are sitting with dollar
liabilities, perhaps billions of them, on which the
interest rate is rising, and yen assets on which they
have substantial paper profits. If ever those paper
profits appear threatened, they will try to realize them
and pay off their dollar liabilities. Then the Bank of

Japan would have to decide whether, in a floating
exchange rate world, it would use the dollars as a
liquid asset and pay them out to the market to
support the yen. But the yen has twice been driven
up by the market, in August 1971, and in February
1973, so its exchange rate is higher than desired by
the Japanese authorities. They resisted the rise strongly
both times. In a competitive exchange rate depre-
ciation world the Bank of Japan might prefer to see
the yen float down so that Toyota and Datsun could
sell more cars, especially so, if at the time there is
any faltering of the Japanese economy. If the yen
floats down, those in the market who want to sell
yen to get dollars will have to buy them from those
with dollars who want yen, and they may be
disappointed with the number they are able to buy,
and might take losses which could be deflationary.
The Bank of Japan's dollars are in this case a frozen,
not a liquid asset. In an IOU-nothing world liquidity
is not always what it seems.

Suppose the Bank of Japan did for a time pay out
dollars. It would lose them as an asset and destroy an
equivalent amount of yen liabilities, which would
tighten money and be deflationary in Japan. Similarly,
in the United States, where the Bank of Japan holds
many of the dollars in Treasury bills, its sales of bills
would drive bill and other interest rates up, tighten
money and also be deflationary. The Treasury would
not only have to finance a large budget deficit but
also repayments due to the Bank of Japan. Authorities
in neither country would be happy with such
deflationary consequences for very long, so would step
up their domestic expansionism.

The most important relationships in this floating
exchange rate world are the debtor-creditor relation-
ships between the dollar and all other currencies. I
have used the yen only as an example. I could have
used any other currency heavily backed by dollars,
and there are many, especially the Deutschemark. The
market has shorted dollars on a large scale and gone
long in foreign currencies. So the dollar is technically
strong.

If the weakness of the dollar nevertheless persists,
foreign central banks may be expected to buy still
more dollars to keep their exchange rates from rising,
so-called "dirty floats," and the pyramid, as well as
the short position in the dollar, will continue to grow.
But if the dollar's technical strength asserts itself,
foreign central banks will probably not sell dollars to
keep their exchange rates from falling, and the dollar
would strengthen. With a strong dollar floats would be
clean, the growth of the pyramid slowed, and the
effects deflationary.

A strong dollar would cost the dollar its present
competitive advantage and have ominous implications
for protectionism in the United States.

In an IOU-nothing world, no money flows from
country to country. So-called money flows are only
expansions or contractions of debtor-creditor relation-
ships in the debt pyramid. Even in the IOU-something
world on the other side of the August 1971
watershed, the only money that ever flowed between
countries was gold. All other movements of funds
were changes in debtor-creditor relationships.

So even today gold is, and will continue to be, the
ultimate and only completely liquid asset of the
system. That is why so many Americans are annoyed
that others can buy and hold it while they cannot. It
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has now been driven out of circulation by Gresham's
Law, but will come back into its own once the debt
pyramid stops its explosive growth and experiences the
necessary liquidation. Not until then can we have
stable exchange rates again. Net liquidation has not
even begun, so we have plenty of time to think about
international monetary reform.

While waiting, I suggest, the central problem to
ponder is how in the future to prevent the growth of
excessively large and too rapidly expanding debt
pyramids, and so avoid creating debt within and
between currencies that cannot be paid.

Debt pyramids grow too large because central banks
underwrite their growth. If central banks are expan-
sionist, commercial banks have strong incentives to be
expansionist, too, and to go on growing at the
sacrifice of their liquidity. They come gradually to
rely on the central banks to bail them out, in this
country ever more dependent on the Federal Funds
market and the discount window. Other borrowers in
the system do the same. Borrowing becomes advan-
tageous; borrowers are continuously saved by more
expansion and inflation.

Of course, the debt pyramid analysis may be wrong
and the Keynesians and Friedmanites right. They can
see no check to the growth of economic activity and
world trade for many years. The debt pyramid will go
on growing and suspicion stay asleep.

Events will soon tell who is right. If it is I, the
consequences could be so painful that many will
naturally begin to wonder whether government should
be in the money business at all. Why not liquidate
central banks, so that they can no longer underwrite

the growth of debt pyramids, and start with a clean
slate, letting people choose whatever money they
wanted to use and hold, and extend whatever credit
they thought prudent, with no legal tender laws. But
we really cannot expect politicians to keep hands off
money.

The more realistic prospect is that as the years go
by and the world suffers the consequences of the
twentieth century attempt to substitute paper for
specie, governments will turn once again to gold and
the gold standard, at a very much higher gold price,
of course. They may come to appreciate, as post-
inflation governments usually do, the importance of
severely limiting the power of their central banks to
create credit by acquiring paper assets, either domestic
or foreign, and of prohibiting swaps.

At the higher gold price central banks would
once again hold the great bulk of their assets in
gold and make their liabilities convertible into gold
at a fixed price, even to the general public,
restoring the second constraint in the pyramid. That
constraint, if observed, would prevent debt pyramids
from getting out of hand.

And how about the IMF? In a floating exchange
rate world it is dead. In a disciplined gold standard
world, there would be no need to revive it.

This is a tough prescription, but if we want to live
in a world in which the debt pyramid also has the
first constraint, in which we are not only required,
but enabled, to pay our debts, it is necessary. I think
we must take it, for a world in which debts need not
or cannot be paid is not one that I, and my children,
like to contemplate.
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